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Abstract In the Internet of Things (IoT), data-producing entities sense their en-
vironment and transmit these observations to a data-processing platform for fur-
ther analysis. Applications can have a notion of context-awareness by combining
this sensed data, or by processing the combined data. The processes of combin-
ing data can consist both of merging the dynamic sensed data, as well as fusing
the sensed data with background and historical data. Semantics can aid in this
task, as they have proven their use in data integration, knowledge exchange and
reasoning. Semantic services performing reasoning on the integrated sensed data,
combined with background knowledge, such as profile data, allow extracting useful
information and support intelligent decision making. However, advanced reasoning
on the combination of this sensed data and background knowledge is still hard to
achieve. Furthermore, the collaboration between semantic services allows to reach
complex decisions. The dynamic composition of such collaborative workflows that
can adapt to the current context, has not received much attention yet.

In this paper, we present MASSIF, a data-driven platform for the semantic
annotation of and reasoning on IoT data. It allows the integration of multiple
modular reasoning services, that can collaborate in a flexible manner to facilitate
complex decision making processes. Data-driven workflows are enabled by letting
services specify the data they would like to consume. After thorough processing,
these services can decide to share their decisions with other consumers. By defining
the data these services would like to consume, they can operate on a subset of data,
improving reasoning efficiency. Furthermore, each of these services can integrate
the consumed data with background knowledge in its own context model, for rapid
intelligent decision making. To show the strengths of the platform, two use cases
are detailed and thoroughly evaluated.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm, numerous things are connected to the In-
ternet [6]. Through interactions with these connected things, specific goals can be
reached that support our daily tasks. The data these things transmit, originates
from numerous heterogeneous sources, each sensing a part of the environment.
Combining data from different sources facilitates applications to support context
awareness [8]. This enables applications to understand the given situation. For
example, to allow elderly people to stay at their own home as long as possible,
fall detection systems combine multiple sensors with background knowledge, such
as the profile of the elderly. A high fall detection precision can be achieved by
combining the profile, habits and whereabouts of the elderly with multiple sen-
sors, such as motion and pressure sensors. The IoT aims at creating intelligent
systems that can support people as much as possible during their daily activities.
To achieve this awareness, understanding the raw sensor data is necessary. Collec-
tion, modeling, reasoning, and distribution of context in relation to sensor data
plays a critical role in order to tackle this challenge [45].

Context-aware systems can acquire, interpret and use context information to
adapt their behavior to the current context [12]. They have played an important
role in tackling this challenge in previous paradigms. Their proven previous suc-
cess makes them a solution that is ought to be successful in the IoT paradigm as
well [45]. According to Perera, et al. [45], one of the important design principles for
context-aware systems is scalability and extensibility. Gartner1 expects 20 billion
connected things to be in use worldwide by 2020. Thus, it should be straight-
forward to add new sensors and devices to a context-aware system. Additional
sensors and devices produce new data that might need to be processed differently.
Consequently, it should be possible to easily add extra processing services to ex-
tract high-level knowledge. Following this thought, the number of services and
applications handling the produced IoT-data will increase rapidly. Consequently,
context-aware platforms for the IoT should be easily extensible.

According to Strang, et al. [52], semantics are the preferred mechanism of man-
aging and modeling context. Semantics can aid in the integration of the generated
heterogeneous IoT data by enabling interoperability between different sources and
providing a uniform model [52,10]. For example, the profile information of the el-
derly, the floor plan of the house and the sensor readings have different sources and
data formats. Combining them within the semantic model enables interoperability.
A concise introduction to semantics can be found in Section 1.2.3. However, anal-
ysis and mapping of data to the semantic model has to be handled for each source
individually. Combining the domain information, such as the sensor readings, with
profile information, allows to make personalized decisions.

Semantic reasoning allows to compute logical consequences defined in the se-
mantic model. For example, the model could define an alarming fall as a sensor
reading from a fall detection sensor with an accuracy above a certain threshold

1 http://www.gartner.com/
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(e.g., 78%) resulting from a sensor in the home of a resident with a profile that
states that the patient is in a wheelchair. When such a sensor reading is detected
by the reasoner, it will know it has detected a fall and someone should be called to
assist the patient, even when it is not explicitly stated in the sensor data. Utilizing
semantic reasoning enables transforming the integrated low-level data into high-
level knowledge, allowing accurate and intelligent decisions. However, expressive
logics such as Description Logic (DL)-Reasoning have EXPTIME complexity [30],
resulting in slow reasoning times with growing datasets [26,3]. This is inconsistent
with the vision that events in the IoT should be processed in a timely manner [8].

1.2 Related Work

The following section describes existing context-aware and IoT frameworks. On-
tologies are discussed and considered to be the most used semantic model in current
practice. The discussion of the context-aware and IoT frameworks will focus on
four important aspects:

1. The capability to semantically annotate raw data. To be able to extract useful
knowledge from the IoT-data, the data needs to be semantically annotated
first [55].

2. Inference techniques. The extraction of knowledge is an important instrument
in the IoT [8]. More advanced techniques allow to extract more complex knowl-
edge.

3. Context model. Platforms can utilize a central context model that contains all
context information in one central knowledge base for easy access, a duplicated
context model for resilience or a distributed context model for efficiency.

4. Service Collaboration. Service composition provides functionality to build a
specific (IoT) application, which is composed of various independent services [45].
By allowing services to collaborate, more complex tasks can be tackled.

1.2.1 Context-Awareness

A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or
services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task [1,7]. Context-
awareness frameworks typically support acquisition, representation, delivery and
reaction [19].
Various methods have been proposed to model context information. The six most
popular are: key-value modeling, markup scheme modeling, graphical modeling,
object-based modeling, logic-based modeling and ontology-based modeling. Ac-
cording to many surveys in context-aware computing, ontologies are the preferred
mechanism of managing and modeling context [45,52].
Over 30 distinctive context-aware systems have been developed, each providing
a different kind of system. An exhaustive analysis of these systems can be found
in Perera, et al. [45] and Li, et al. [34]. The most recent and related semantic
context-aware platforms are elaborated upon in the following paragraphs.

SeCoMan [29] is a context-aware platform, designed to provide privacy-preserving
solutions in the design of context-aware services. These services or applications are
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in charge of managing their own context for security issues. The privacy handling
itself is implemented using a rule-based approach. However, the platform is aware
of locations only, other sensor data cannot be semantically annotated and incor-
porated.

CoCaMAAL [22] is a cloud-oriented context-aware middleware solution for
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). It is able to annotate and abstract raw data
from the AAL systems, based on pre-designed ontologies. Service providers enable
specific applications based on the context-aware middleware. They can subscribe to
the context-aware middleware by providing service rules. However, these service
providers do not collaborate. The context model utilized in the context-aware
middleware is duplicated in the cloud, however, it is not possible to isolate the
context model for the various services providers.

CASF [32] is a framework for context-aware service discovery and integration.
It consist of 3 layers: (i) a physical sensor layer which captures the raw sensor data,
(ii) a public context layer that processes the sensor data and administers various
context providers, and (iii) a context service layer, which consumes context infor-
mation from one or more context providers. The context services can consume the
provided context, but are not capable of sharing conclusions. The platform uses
Web Services for automatic discovery and integration of context information.

Although these frameworks look promising, they do not provide advanced rea-
soning capabilities, such as description logics, and lack the capability to coordinate
high-level workflows.

1.2.2 IoT Frameworks

IoT frameworks serve as a middleware solution to provide connectivity for sensors
and actuators to the Internet. Numerous IoT frameworks exist, most of them focus
on the integration of the devices and sensors, less attention is given to intelligent
data processing of IoT data [8]. The following paragraphs discuss recent attempts
to process IoT data, more specifically through the use of semantics.

Patkos et al. propose an ambient intelligence framework that combines rule-
based reasoning with causality-based reasoning, to reason about actions and causal-
ities [44]. The proposed framework does not provide capabilities to annotate raw
IoT data.

The LinkSmart platform [33] was designed to support interoperability and
integration of various devices, sensors and services. It provides an abstraction of
the devices and sensors as regular programming objects towards the application
layer. It allows to compose workflows through the use of business rules to optimize
the service composition.

Gray et al., propose a system to annotate and integrate heterogeneous stream-
ing data with stored data, through the use of ontologies [23]. Their approach
focuses on the discovery and integration of data sources, both static as streaming
data. Reasoning and service collaboration techniques are not presented.

Sense2Web [17] is a multilayer platform, allowing to annotate and integrate
sensor data in the form of Linked Data and makes it available to other Web appli-
cations via SPARQL endpoints. Its data source layer is modeled using expressive
ontologies, allowing high-level data retrieval. However, service collaboration and
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advance reasoning capabilities are not provided for the service and application
layer.

XGSN [13] is an end-to-end, semantic-enabled IoT platform that allows to
semantically annotate sensors and processes the produced sensor stream using
the Linked Sensor Middleware (LSM). The stream can be archived or processed
using stream processors. External application can query the context through Web
Services. However, these applications cannot share conclusions back to the context
layer.

Ali et al. propose an IoT-enabled communication system that allows the an-
notation of sensory data through the use of XGSN and the continuous analysis
of data streams through the use of a stream query processing module for the de-
tections of events [4]. These events can then be further processed in the Stream
Reasoning component that can infer implicit semantic statements. Applications
can subscribe to events generated in the centralized stream processing and reason-
ing layer. However, they cannot collaborate to achieve complex workflows.

OpenIoT [51] is an open source IoT platform enabling the semantic interop-
erability of IoT services in the cloud. It allows the integration and annotation of
virtually any sensor. LSM is utilizes and acts as a cloud database which enables the
storages of the annotated data streams. Services can access the the annotated data
through the use of SPARQL queries. However, service collaboration and advanced
reasoning capabilities are lacking.

SOFIA2 [31] is an ontology-based Big Data IoT middleware, allowing interop-
erability and semantic annotation of multiple heterogeneous devices. It facilitates
Complex Event Processing (CEP) to orchestrate the context-data between context
consumers. However, besides context subscription based on CEP, there is no real
semantic reasoning possible.

These frameworks can annotate data semantically and draw conclusions in an
efficient reactive manner. Efficient processing of data is often provided, however
advanced reasoning capabilities are still missing. Furthermore, these platforms
fail to mutually collaborate in a high-level manner. An overview of the discussed
ontology-based context-aware and IoT platforms is summarized in Table 1.

1.2.3 Ontology

Gruber [24] defined an ontology as “an explicit specification of a conceptualiza-
tion”. An ontology formally describes concepts, properties and their relations,
within a certain domain, that can easily be reused [46,49] in different settings.
This allows to model knowledge and make data machine-readable. The Web On-
tology Language (OWL) [9] is the most popular language to describe ontologies.
Ontologies form an excellent model to integrate data, exchange knowledge and to
reason upon that enhanced information. The ontology’s Terminology Box (TBox)
describes the concepts and their relations, while the Assertion Box (ABox) con-
tains the data instances with respect to the TBox. The concepts are also called
classes and the relations between classes are called object properties. Data proper-
ties describe the relation of a concept to a specific data value. The ABox consists of
entities of the defined classes (the individuals), their relations and their data prop-
erties (the literals). An OWL ontology is described as a collection of axioms, e.g.,
the class axioms describe the concepts in the ontology in a formal manner. OWL
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Table 1: Comparison of existing ontology-based context-aware and IoT platforms.

Year Semantic Inference Context Service
Annotation Model Collaboration

Patkos et al. [44] 2010 / Rules & Central /
Causality

LinkSmart 2011 X Rules Central X
Gray, et al. [23] 2011 X / Central /
Sense2Web 2012 X / Central /
SeCoMan 2013 locations Rules Distributed /
CoCaMAAL 2014 X Rules Duplicated /
CASF 2013 X / Distributed /
SOFIA2 2014 X / Central X
XGSN 2014 X Basic Stream Central /

Processing
Ali et al. [4] 2015 X Stream Processing & Central /

Stream Reasoning
OpenIoT 2015 X / Central /
MASSIF 2016 X OWL DL Distributed X

contains multiple sublanguages, each of which varies between expressivity and
complexity. The sublanguages are listed below with increasing expressivity [35]:

1. OWL-Lite: supports classification and simple restriction functions.
2. OWL-DL: the largest subset without the loss of computational completeness.
3. OWL-Full: maximal expressivity and syntactical freedom. However, the rea-

soning process might not be computable.

The popularity of OWL has led to the creation of three OWL 2 profiles [37],
each offering a specific subset of the overall expressivity to obtain advantages in
specific applications. Each profile is a subset of the OWL DL sublanguage.

1. OWL 2 Existential quantification Language (EL) is useful in applications uti-
lizing an ontology that contains a large number of properties and/or classes.

2. OWL 2 Query Language (QL) is created for applications where query answering
is the main task.

3. OWL 2 Rule Language (RL) provides scalable reasoning without sacrificing
too much expressiveness.

1.3 Objectives

There are still many challenges left to tackle in the IoT-paradigm. Over the past
years, efforts in IoT have mainly focused on developing infrastructures to collect
and communicate IoT data. Less attention was given to intelligent data processing
of this data [8]. The aim of this research is to propose a platform for reactive and
real-time data processing, that complies with the following objectives:

– Semantic Annotation: To be able to extract useful knowledge from the IoT-
data, the data needs to be semantically annotated first [55]. Since it cannot
be expected that all sensors and devices generate semantically annotated data
natively, it should be possible to enrich raw (sensor) data according to the
semantic model.
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– Knowledge Extraction: The extraction of knowledge is an important instru-
ment in the IoT [8]. It allows to analyze the data, infer new data and to abstract
the data for easy data consumption [2]. Utilizing advanced reasoning capabil-
ities, such as description logics, allows the extraction of intelligent high-level
conclusions and the execution of intelligent decisions.

– Extensibility: To be able to cope with the ever growing amount and types
of connected sensors and devices, IoT platforms should be extensible [45]. This
allows adding new functionality without altering the existing components. Thus,
a plug-in architecture is mandatory.

– Performance: Due to the fact that the produced data in the IoT is only tem-
porary valid, a timely processing is required [8].

– Scalability: Cisco2 expects there will be more than 50 billion devices connected
to the Internet by 2050. The processing of a growing number of connected devices
requires a scalable platform.

– High-level Workflows: IoT data consumers are often interested in the high-
level concepts, such as concepts higher in the class hierarchy of ontologies or
implicit concepts requiring reasoning to infer [8]. Service composition provides
functionality to build a specific (IoT) application, which is composed of various
independent services. The composition of these services, through the use of
workflows, should be possible base on these high-level concepts [45].

– Real-time Processing: Many solutions provide IoT analysis tools [36]. How-
ever, to detect and immediately react to events, real-time processing of the IoT
data is necessary [8].

1.4 Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 highlights our con-
tribution and provides an overview of the proposed platform. Section 3 elaborates
on the implementation-specific details of the platform. Two use cases are explained
in Section 4 to illustrate the capabilities of the platform to derive useful informa-
tion in a timely manner. These use cases handle data originating from a home
care and media setting. The limitations of the platform are discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 highlights the conclusions and introduces tracks for the future work.

2 The MASSIF Platform

This section highlights the novelty of the presented work and provides an archi-
tectural overview of the platform.

2.1 Our Contribution

In this paper, we present the MASSIF platform (ModulAr, Service, Semantic &
Flexible platform). It is designed for rapid enrichment and reasoning on IoT data.
It uses ontologies to represent context information and different kinds of reason-
ing can be enabled to derive high-level knowledge. To be able to cope with any

2 http://www.cisco.com/
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kind of input data, the platform allows to semantically annotate raw data. Once
the data is annotated, it can be combined with static context data. The use of
semantic reasoning allows data consumers to extract useful knowledge, make intelli-
gent decisions and take appropriate actions. Furthermore, the data consumers that
extract this knowledge can become data producers and share their findings with
other data consumers. This allows the creation of workflows. Since abstractions
and high-level concepts are mandatory to create complex workflows, reasoning is
performed to coordinate the data flow. To allow dynamic and context dependent
workflows, we propose a data-driven workflow composition, where data consumers
define the data they would like to receive, based on high-level concepts. When data
is processed by the platform, it will check which data consumers are interested in
the particular type of data. These types of workflows allow loosely-coupled mod-
ular services, which enable extensibility and scalability. Furthermore, a distributed
context model is utilized. Each of the data consumers manages its own context.
The distributed context model, combined with the data-driven workflows allows
each data consumer to operate on a subset of data. Minimizing the dataset enables
more effective reasoning, even when utilizing logics such as description logics.

MASSIF is a reactive data-driven platform, in the sense that it reacts to the
received data and handles accordingly. This eliminates the need for active polling
the various MASSIF components for updates or actions.

2.2 The Platform Architecture

The platform consists of five types of components, whereof two of them can be
extended to provide specific functionality in each use case. These are called API-
components and can be distinguished with the dotted lines in Figure 1.

The API-components consist of the Context Adapters, which can semantically
annotate the data and Services, which process the semantic data to retrieve high-
level knowledge.

The various components that make up the MASSIF Platform are discussed be-
low. The explanation will start with the Semantic Communication Bus (SCB)[21],
since it regulates the data flow within the platform.

1. The SCB provides a publish-subscribe mechanism based on high-level ontol-
ogy concepts. The services can subscribe by defining what kind of data they
would like to consume. These definitions are called semantic filter rules and are
in fact OWL class expressions. The services can be both consumers and pro-
ducers. They can decide to share their conclusions by publishing their findings
on the SCB. The SCB has its own context model and utilizes reasoning on the
subscribed filter rules and the published data to determine which services sub-
scribed to the published data. Note that through the use of reasoning, services
can define their input data in an abstract and high-level manner.

2. The Gateway serves as the primary communication interface of the platform. It
allows both input and output with external devices.

3. The Matching Service inspects the raw data that have been sent from an external
source to the Gateway. It selects a Context Adapter that is able to annotate the
low-level data according to the semantic model.

4. A Context Adapter receives low-level data from the Matching Service and se-
mantically annotates it. Multiple Context Adapters can be active to annotate
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Service Layer

Flow Decision Layer
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Adapter A
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Fig. 1: Conceptual Architecture of the MASSIF platform.

numerous kinds of raw data. Once the data is converted to OWL individuals, it
is pushed on the SCB. The platform also allows Virtual Context Adapters. These
context adapters do not receive data from the Matching Service, but annotate
data they capture from existing sources, such as Twitter streams.

5. A Service subscribes to the SCB with one or more filter rules. These filter rules
describe the data that the Service would like to consume. Each Service performs
a distinct reasoning task or algorithm and can share its inferred knowledge with
other Services, over the SCB.

Note that the SCB and the Services each contain their own ontology model
and can preload it with background knowledge, such as profile data.

3 Implementation Details

The following section explains the introduced components from Section 2 in greater
detail. First, a running example is presented that will be used to clarify the further
details of the components in the platform. Second, additional implementation de-
tails about the used technology are given in Section 3.2. Third, more clarification
is provided in Section 3.3 on how the ontologies are internally represented. Finally,
each component is described in great detail in Section 3.4, based on the provided
information from the first three subsections.
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SSN

ssn:Sensor

ssn:SensorOutput

ssn:SystemPerson
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RecoveryMethod
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MotionSensor

observation 

Result

observedBy

hasContext

Subclass Of

ActivityBased

Recovery

RestBased

Recovery

Subclass Of

PatientCareGiver

Subclass Of

ssn:Observation

Event

Fig. 2: Overview of used extension of the SSN ontology.

3.1 Running Example

To further explain the various components, a running example is introduced to
provide practical insights. In the example, a motion sensor is integrated in the
home of a patient. The patient should be active for a certain amount of time,
to fully recover. The exact upper and lower bound of the allowed active time
is patient- and situation-dependent and should not be exceeded. The sensor will
capture the activity of the patient and send it to the platform, that will compare
it against the background knowledge, which describes the profile of the patient.
If the platform detects that not enough/too much activity has been reached, an
alarm is triggered.

To model the different concepts and relations for the running example, the
Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) [15] ontology is utilized. Figure 2 shows the TBox
of the extended SSN ontology, describing the designed concepts and their relations.
The MotionSensor, MotionOutput and Observation concept are used to model the
motion sensor readings.

3.2 OSGi

The platform has been developed utilizing OSGi [41], which is an extra layer on top
of the Java Virtual Machine, enabling modularity. It allows components to be dy-
namically added, even at run time. This enables our platform to be extended with
additional Context Adapters or Services, even when the platform is fully operative.
Additionally to the enabled extensibility, OSGi allows straightforward scalability.
All components are OSGi Services, which can be distributed utilizing Distributed

OSGi [41].

3.3 Ontology Representation

The ontologies are internally represented using the OWL API [27]. Data is shared,
over the SCB, as a set of OWLAxioms, describing the data semantically. The
OWL API provides an OWLReasoner-interface, which is implemented by numerous
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popular reasoners [43] such as Pellet [50], Hermit [48], Fact++ [53], JFact [42],
Chainsaw [54] and RacerPro [25]. This allows services to choose which reasoner to
utilize. Various reasoners provide different functionality, complexity and efficiency.

3.4 MASSIF Implementation

Since it cannot be expected that all data-producing entities transmit their sensory
observations semantically annotated, the platform can annotate raw sensor data
itself. It is assumed that each sensor is capable of transmitting its raw data in
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [16], annotated with a certain tag, which pro-
vides some extra information about the origin of the data. The tag itself is added
by the sensor gateway. The modular structure of the platform allows to extend the
platform in order to accept different input formats. If sensors are able to transmit
semantic data, the semantic annotation step can be skipped.

3.4.1 Gateway

Low-level data, in JSON format, enters the platforms through the Gateway, as
depicted at the bottom of Figure 1. Since the platform is fully data-driven, devices
can push their data to the platform. The Gateway serves as an entry point and
forwards the data to the Matching Service.

3.4.2 Matching Service

The Matching Service analyses the data and decides which Context Adapter can
semantically annotate the received data. The decision is made based on the tag

in the arriving JSON message. The tag indicates which type of device sent the
low-level data. An example of this low-level data can be seen in Listing 1. The
data describes a motion sensor reading with a precision of 85%.

Listing 1: Raw data fragment in JSON format.

{
"prefixes": {

"ssn": "http :// purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn"
},
"userID": "00001",
"data": {

"n": "motion_sensor",
"v": "0.85f",
"tag" : "MotionSensor"

}
}

3.4.3 Context Adapters

When a Context Adapter is added to the platform, it provides the types of sensors,
i.e., tags of low-level data, it is able to annotate semantically. Each Context Adapter

can annotate a specific kind of received data to the semantic model. The result
of the annotation phase is semantic annotated data, i.e., ontological individuals.
Since each Context Adapter indicates the type of data it is able to annotate itself,
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additional adapters can easily be added to cope with new types of raw data, such
as additional sensors. The Context Adapters enrich the data to a set of OWLAx-

ioms, which are pushed on the SCB. Each Context Adapter provides a mapping,
describing how the raw data translates to the semantic data. Listing 2 shows an
extract of the created OWLAxioms in the annotation phase for the fragment in
Listing 1.

Listing 2: Enriched data as OWLAxioms

ClassAssertion(pre:Event pre:event_1),
ClassAssertion(ssn:Observation ssn:observation_1),
ClassAssertion(pre:MotionSensor pre:motionSensor_1),
ClassAssertion(pre:MotionOutput pre:motionOutput_1),
ObjectPropertyAssertion(pre:hasContext pre:event_1 pre:observation_1),
ObjectPropertyAssertion(ssn:observedBy pre:observation_1 pre:motionSensor_1),
ObjectPropertyAssertion(ssn:observation_result pre:observation_1 pre:

motionOutput_1),
DataPropertyAssertion(ssn:hasValue pre:motionOutput_1 "0.85f"^^xsd:float)

The fragment illustrates various assertions: ClassAssertions, ObjectPropertyAsser-
tions and a DataPropertyAssertion. For example, the first ClassAssertion states
that the event 1 individual is a member of the class Event. It indicates that an
Event has been created that is linked to an Observation. The Observation states
the kind of sensor that made the observation and the output of the observation,
combined with the actual measured value.

Event MotionSensor

hasContext observedBy

MotionOutput
observation 

Result
hasValue

0.85f

Observation

Fig. 3: Conceptual representation of the events in the platform.

All semantic data passing through the platform are Events. Figure 3 shows an
example of how the Event is linked to the data. From now on, all data flowing
through the platform will be called events. Each event has a starting point of the
type Event in the graph-like data structure. With the relation hasContext it is
linked to the actual data. Note that the Event concept and the hasContext relation
are pictured in grey, since they are required by the platform. All other types and
relations, such as the Observation and the MotionSensor are use case specific and
are not obliged by the platform.

Virtual Context Adapters are a special type of Context Adapters that do not
receive data from the Matching Service, and thus do not register a tag. These
adapters annotate data they capture from external sources, such as Facebook and
Twitter streams.

3.4.4 Semantic Communication Bus

The SCB supports communication and collaboration between the different com-
ponents. The different components publish their data on the SCB in the form of
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OWLAxioms. Each component can subscribe to the SCB by passing a filter rule
in the form of an OWL class expression. The class describes the kind of data the
component wants to consume, on a semantic level. Upon subscription, the regis-
tered classes are added to the ontology model of the SCB. Note that the SCB loads
its ontology, describing its domain, at startup. When data gets published on the
SCB, the published data is temporarily added to the ontology model. The SCB’s
ontology model now contains the loaded concepts from startup, the registered filter
rules as OWL class expressions and the temporary data as OWLAxioms. Through
the use of semantic reasoning on the ontology, the type of the published event is
retrieved, which matches the subscribed filter rules of those services that would
like to consume the data. This way, high-level data coordination is achieved. When
the data is forwarded to the selected services, it is removed from the ontology.

In axiom (1), an example filter rule is depicted. It shows that the MotionFilter

is an Event with a relation hasContext to an Observation and that the Observation

should have a relation observedBy with a MotionSensor.

MotionFilter ≡ Event

∧ ∃hasContext.(Observation ∧ (∃observedBy.MotionSensor)) (1)

A direct match can be seen between the Event in Figure 3 and the filter. When
the reasoner in the SCB is asked for the type of the event, it will also return the
MotionFilter.

Assume that the following classes are also present in the ontology:

MotionSensor v Sensor (2)

MotionObservation v Observation ∧ ∃observation result.MotionOutput (3)

The class definition in (2) defines the MotionSensor as a subclass of Sensor. To
subscribe to all Sensors, including the MotionSensor, one can easily subscribe the
filter rule in (4).

MotionFilter2 ≡ Event

∧ ∃hasContext.(Observation ∧ (∃observedBy.Sensor)) (4)

To show the added value of the reasoning in the SCB, an additional filter is
added in (5).

MotionFilter3 ≡ Event ∧ ∃hasContext.MotionObservation (5)

This rule makes use of the axiom in (3). Even though the MotionObservation is
not explicitly defined in the received data, the reasoner knows what a MotionOb-

servation is and will return the filter rule as the type of the event. This enables
collaboration between services based on high-level concepts.

The SCB enables intelligent collaboration and distribution of retrieved knowl-
edge between Services.
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3.4.5 Services

Each Service subscribes to the SCB through the use of one or more filter rules.
After processing the consumed data, inferred knowledge can be published to the
SCB, to notify other Services about its findings. Each Service contains its own
ontology and reasoner. The use of filter rules limits the data each Service receives,
resulting in more efficient reasoning, since each Service only needs to incorporate
a subset of data. Note that reasoning might become slow when the size of the
dataset increases.

Lets assume a new Service, the MotionService, which loads profile information in
its ontology at startup and subscribes to all motion data with axiom (5). Compared
to the event data, big datasets are typically loaded directly into the ontology model
of the Services, through the use of tools such as Ontop3 and D2R4. The loading
of such static background data allows to combine the low-level event data with
background knowledge. This combination facilitates the extraction of high-level
knowledge. At run time, the sensor data from the motion sensor is combined with
the profile data to check the activity of recovering patients. Note that the time
period a patient needs to be active is person-dependent. When aberrant activity
has been detected, a Task is generated indicating that someone should check on
that person.

A second Service captures all Tasks and tries to assign the most suited person
to perform these Tasks. The Service could subscribe to all tasks with the following
filter rule:

TaskF ilter ≡ Event ∧ ∃hasContext.Task (6)

Additional Services can easily be added to provide extra functionality. Let us
assume that the lifetime of certain sensors is limited and when a sensor fails, it
starts to produce random values. A Service can be added that captures all sensor
values and analyses them to see if they start to produce aberrant values. It can
then choose to share this knowledge with the other Services over the SCB.

When ontologies have been constructed with modularity in mind, each Service

can load only the necessary parts of the whole ontology, again improving perfor-
mance. A modular ontology is an ontology that consists of multiple stand-alone
ontology modules which improves reasoning efficiency [20]. When a part of the
ontology holds a specific profile [38] (e.g., OWL 2 EL, OWL 2 QL, OWL 2 RL) in-
stead of OWL 2 DL, different reasoners can be utilized in each service to optimize
performance. Even when no specific profile can be used or no modularity can be
detected, different reasoners or techniques can still be used on the whole ontology
in each Service to optimize the performance of the task at hand.

Each Service can share its inferred knowledge through the SCB, which might
be of interest to other Services which can also process the data and share its
knowledge. Combining and passing the results of each Service allows the creation
of complex reasoning chains. Since each Service only defines its data of interest
and shares its conclusions, dynamic workflows can be created without the need

3 http://ontop.inf.unibz.it/
4 http://d2rq.org/
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to predefine a static workflow. A special Service, the Notification Service, gathers
all final knowledge and sends it to all interested parties outside the platform,
through the Gateway. Each service can decide if the data is ready and label it as
final knowledge. The flexibility of the platform allows multiple implementations
for the Service components. Multiple types of reasoners can be used and other
techniques such as data mining and machine learning can easily be applied within
these Services to process and retrieve knowledge.

3.5 Policy Management

This section elaborates on how inconsistencies are handled in the platform. Since
the platform allows users to define their own mapping, describing how raw data
should be semantically annotated in the Context Adapters and which data their Ser-

vices should consume through registering OWL class expressions, inconsistencies
can occur. The following scenarios can occur:

1. A Service subscribes with an OWL class expression which makes the SCB’s
ontology inconsistent. To resolve this, the SCB will check at the time of sub-
scription whether the registered OWL class expression is consistent with the
remainder of the ontology. If this is not the case, the subscription of the ex-
pression is deemed unsuccessful and it is not added to the ontology. A warning
is sent to the service provider that the subscription has failed.

2. A Context Adapter or Service publishes data on the SCB and when reasoned
upon in the SCB, a realization inconsistency occurs. This inconsistency can
have two causes:

(a) A Context Adapter or Service failed to format the semantic data correctly.
When the malformed data is reasoned upon in the SCB, a realization incon-
sistency occurs. For example, the types of an individual have been modeled
as two classes that are in fact disjoint with each other.

(b) A Service has recently added an OWL class expression that does not make
the ontology inconsistent upon consistency checking, but does causes prob-
lems upon realization. For example, a Service can subscribe a new class
expression that is disjoint with a previously subscribed filter rule.

When these types of inconsistencies occur, the cause of the problem is first de-
termined. To achieve this, all class expressions that have been registered by the
Services are removed and a realization consistency check is performed on the
SCB’s core ontology and the published data. When this causes inconsistencies,
this means that we are dealing with inconsistencies of type 2.a. The platform
can then track which component published the data, deactivate it and send a
warning.
If this does not cause any problems, this means that we are dealing with incon-
sistencies of type 2.b. The platform needs to trace the Service that subscribed
the OWL class expression that is causing problems. Therefore, the subscribed
class expressions are added one by one to the SCB’s core ontology and for each
addition a consistency check is performed on the published data. The expres-
sion that causes the inconsistency is removed from the ontology and a warning
is sent to the subscriber.
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3.6 Supporting Components

The platform provides multiple additional services such as logging, back-up of the
knowledge in the Services and visualization of the workload.

3.6.1 Journaling

Tailored logging is provided in the core of the platform to track the data flow
between the different components. Each component logs its output data, if any, and
its destination in the platform. The Services typically log their inferred knowledge
they would like to share and indicate the SCB as the destination. After determining
which Services are interested in the data, the SCB will log to which Services the
data is sent. Logging is important to provide accountability. It allows to justify
the choices made at a given time.

3.6.2 Backup

Since robustness and resilience is an important aspect in the IoT, a specialized
backup system is provided to minimize the data loss upon failure. All messages
between components are logged using the journaling and each service makes a
backup of its current knowledge base at discrete intervals to further minimize
data loss.

3.6.3 Cached SCB

The SCB is the central communication link between different components and
can thus easily become a bottleneck. The performance of the SCB is dependent
on the used ontology, because reasoning is used to determine the services that are
interested in the arriving data. To optimize the performance of the SCB, intelligent
caching is introduced to match similar events without the need to reason.

Since the platform is closed, all data traveling through the SCB has been
produced in the platform, it can be assumed that each Context Adapter or Service

can only produce a finite number of conceptually distinct messages. Note that only
the difference in structure of these messages on a TBox level is considered, not the
specific ABox initializations.

The filter rules in the SCB define the high level structure of the expected data.
When a filter is triggered, it is possible to map the specific part of the message,
responsible for the match, on the filter rule. If this is done on a high level, the
presence of the specific structure can be checked with other messages to decide if
there is a match.

To determine the data in the message, responsible for the match, the reasoning
needs to be reversed and investigated to see which axioms led the reasoner to
infer the data as the selected rule, which is an OWL class. The structure of the
responsible data is saved in a cache, enabling a simple look-up the next time
a similar message passes by. The cache utilizes the Least Recently Use (LRU)
strategy, discarding the least used entries first.
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Fig. 4: Visualization of a data flow in the MASSIF platform, visualized as a graph. The
vertices represent the components and the edges represent the dataflows between them.

Fig. 5: Visualization of the platform workload. The number of the current processed
messages is shown for each component.

3.6.4 Visualization

Visualization tools are available to monitor the data flow through the platform.
Keeping a global overview of the data flow when operating in a data-driven, service-
oriented environment can become complicated. The use of visual aids simplifies
this process.

Figure 4 depicts how the flow through the platform can be monitored on a
graphical level. The workflow is visualized as a graph. The vertices represent the
services and the edges represent the dataflows between them. Each color represents
a different flow of data.

The workload inside the platform is visualized in Figure 5. For each com-
ponent, the number of messages that are being processed are visualized. This
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Fig. 6: A detailed inspection of the PressureMonitoringService, showing the initial
JSON-message and the executed SPARQL-queries in the Service.

provides a visual understanding of the work distribution. Clicking on one of the
components enables a deeper inspection. As visualized in Figure 6, the initial
JSON-message is shown and the executed SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language (SPARQL) [47] query in the selected component. These tools allow a
better understanding of the internal flow of messages in the platform.

3.6.5 Message Broker

To enable resilient distributed communication, MASSIF allows the integration of
highly efficient message brokers such as RabbitMQ 5 and Kafka 6. The integration
of a message broker allows to communicate with non-semantic services. Communi-
cation wrappers have been provided, such that nothing needs to be changed in the
implementation of existing Context Adapters or Services. These wrappers function
as an additional layer between the existing components and the message broker
and handle all communication. Furthermore, one can choose how to distribute the
components over various distributed nodes, e.g., Services requiring huge amounts
of processing power can be run on separate nodes of a processing cluster. Figure 7
visualizes the message broker integration in MASSIF. As depicted in Figure 7, one

5 https://www.rabbitmq.com/
6 http://kafka.apache.org/
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Fig. 7: Architecture of MASSIF with integrated message broker.

can choose to distribute the Gateway and Context Adapters on one node, since they
require low processing, the SCB on another node and to distribute the Services

over two node since they require most processing resources.

4 Two Use Cases

MASSIF has been evaluated in the Organizing Home Care Using a Cloud-based
Platform (OCCS)7 project and the R.A.M.P.8 project. R.A.M.P. is short for Real-
time Automation of Media Production for interactive radio and conferences. The
use cases illustrate the strengths and the performance of the platform in two real-
life scenarios. Both cases combine low-level data with background knowledge to
extract high-level knowledge.

4.1 eHomeCare

The following sections describe the realization of the OCCS project and give a
general overview, a description of the used ontology, an overview of the created
Services and Adapters and finally an evaluation of the created system.

7 http://www.iminds.be/en/projects/2014/04/07/ocareclouds
8 http://www.iminds.be/en/projects/2014/03/05/ramp
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Fig. 8: Import schema of the used ontology.

4.1.1 General Overview

The OCCS project presents a pervasive health use case, demonstrating how health-
care can benefit from the IoT. The OCCS project tackles problems in the home
care environment, enabling care organization through cloudy-like services. Hospi-
tals and residential care homes need to cope with the increasing elderly popula-
tion and the shift from acute to chronic diseases, resulting in a reduced number
of available places. An elaborative project description can be found in De Backere
et al. [18].

The care receiver’s home has been provided with a small amount of discrete
sensors and a specialized TV or tablet to interact with. Each caregiver has a
smartphone to interact with the platform. By combining the low-level data from
the sensors and the smartphones through semantic reasoning, high-level knowledge
can be retrieved. From this high-level knowledge, it can, for example, be decided
that a care receiver has not been able to get out of bed alone, since the bed
pressure sensor is abnormally long active. The system can then decide who might
be the designated person to help the care receiver. The selection of the best suited
caregiver is based the on the type of relationship the patient has with his helping
staff, the competences of the caregivers and their status.

4.1.2 The Ontology

The Ambient-Aware Continuous Care Ontology [40] is used to model all data in
the home care environment. Figure 8 shows that it is a modular ontology, con-
taining multiple ontology layers. This allows each distinct Service to load only the
necessary part of the ontology. An extensive elaboration of the ontology can be
found in Ongenae, et al [40].
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Fig. 9: An visual overview of the designed Adapters and Services for the OCCS use case.
Multiple sensors characterize the environment, enabling context-awareness in the home of the
care receiver. These sensors transmit their observation through an IoT sensor gateway to the
MASSIF platform.

The ambient-aware continuous care ontology describes the eHealth sector. It
has been constructed in collaboration with stakeholders, such as nurses, caregivers
and physicians, social scientists and ontology engineers.

– The Upper ontology describes general classes, relations and axioms. The Upper
ontology allows data to be related with a unique ID.

– The Sensor & Observation ontology allows the filtering of data. It imports
the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) ontology and extends it with additional
eHealth related concepts.

– The Context ontology describes the contextual information regarding the envi-
ronment. It contains all localization information.

– The Profile ontology models all profile information about the patients and the
staff members. Each Person is linked to a Profile, that can either be a basic
profile or a risk profile. This has been described as axioms, allowing the risk
patients to be automatically inferred.

– The Role & Competence ontology describes roles and competences in the eHealth
sector. Roles, based on competences, can be automatically inferred through the
use of axioms.

– The Task ontology models the task and call handling.
– The Medical ontology models medical concepts such as observed parameters

and pathologies.

Table 2 summarizes the metrics of the proposed ontology.
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Table 2: Ontology metrics for the used ontology in the eHomeCare use case.

#Axioms 3065
#Logical Axioms 1736
#Individuals 147
#Classes 409
#Object Properties 185
#Data Properties 53
DL Expressivity SHOIQ(D)

4.1.3 Designed Adapters

Multiple Context Adapters have been implemented, to semantically annotate the
raw data. There are seven Adapters present in the OCCS project. Figure 9 shows
the created Adapters and Services.

– A PressureAdapter, enriches all data transmitted by a pressure sensor.
– A RFIDAdapter, translates all received Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)s

from caregivers logging in, indicating their presence in the home of the care
receiver.

– A TVAdapter, annotates all data sent by the TV, capturing the activity of the
patient, such as volume and channel changes.

– The TaskAdapter handles all data regarding tasks: newly created tasks, task
updates, finished tasks. Some examples of possible tasks are: doing groceries,
helping the care receiver out of bed, cooking and cleaning.

– The VisitAdapter handles all data regarding planned visits: new visits, updated
visits and canceled visits.

– The PersonAdapter enriches all data describing relations between caregivers and
care receivers. For example, when a new caregiver will aid a care receiver, the
caregiver is first added to the trust circle of the care receiver. The trust circle
indicates which persons the care receiver is familiar with.

– The TrendAdapter shows how the data-driven platform can handle specific re-
quests. Trend information about the activity can be requested, based on multiple
sensors. The TrendAdapter only enriches the request data. The processing of the
trend data is done in the TrendManagerService. The trend information can give
an indication of how active a care receiver is. Some care receivers should do at
least some movement during the day.

4.1.4 Specific OCCS Services

Multiple Services have been implemented, these are thoroughly discussed below.
Note that the Services load static data from a database at startup. This data
contains the profile information about the caregivers and the care receivers, in-
formation about the numerous sensors and devices and recurrent tasks. This data
is parsed to the semantic model and loaded in the individual ontologies of these
Services.

– The RFIDMonitoringService registers itself to all semantic RFID-data passing
over the SCB. The Service receives this particular data by registering the filter
rule depicted in Listing 3.
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Listing 3: Example filter rule for retrieving RFID data.

RFIDFilter ≡ Event and (hasContext some
(isObservationOf some (hasSensorPart some RFIDSensor)))

The service captures the RFID-data and retrieves the person who is linked to
the received RFID, which is not available in the raw sensor data. Finally, it
sends an event to the SCB, stating that a specific person has logged in at a
given location. Other services, e.g., the TaskManagerService, might be interested
in this kind of information. Listing 4 shows the generated event from the Service.

Listing 4: Resulting Event from the RFIDMonitoringService

ClassAssertion(upper:Event regEvent)
ClassAssertion(careTask:RegistrationTask regTask)
ClassAssertion(profile:Person regPatient)
ClassAssertion(profile:Person regHelper)
...
ObjectPropertyAssertion(upper:hasContext regEvent regTask)
ObjectPropertyAssertion(task:assignedTo regTask regHelper)
ObjectPropertyAssertion(task:checkedInWith regHelper regPatient)
...

The last axiom indicates that the regHelper, which resembles the registered care-
giver, has checked in with the patient.

– The TaskManagerService handles all task information. The initial tasks are loaded
from the database into the ontology of the TaskManagerService. These tasks
cover all activities a caregiver performs to aid the patient. When a location
update, originating from the RFIDMonitoringService, arrives, all the tasks that
this specific person should perform will be calculated and send, through the
NotificationService, to the device of the caregiver. These tasks are derived based
on the profile of the caregiver. New, updated and finished task information will
also arrive in this service, to be able to keep an up-to-date overview of the task
lists.

– The HelpSelectionService receives all activated tasks and determines who is the
most suited person to execute these tasks, depending on location, relation with
the care receiver and profile. It links the selected person to the task, labels it
as final and sends it to the SCB. A thorough discussion of the task assignment
can be found in Bonte, et al [11].

– The PressureMonitoringService receives data originating from a pressure sensor,
located in the bed of a care receiver. The sensor data indicates the activity of
the pressure sensor and thus the presence of the patient. If a patient is longer
in bed than usual, without being able to get out alone, a task is generated to
get this person out of bed. Listing 5 shows an example query that determines if
the patient is longer in bed than usual. Note that the time a patient sleeps on
average is calculated before and inserted in the query at query time.

Listing 5: Example query

PREFIX xsd: <http:// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#>
PREFIX task: <http:// occs.intec.ugent.be/ontology/TaskAccio.owl#>
PREFIX profile: <http:// occs.intec.ugent.be/ontology/ ProfileAccio .owl#>
PREFIX wsna: <http:// occs.intec.ugent.be/ontology/ WSNadjustedAccio .owl#>
PREFIX temporal: <http:// swrl.stanford.edu/ ontologies /built -ins /3.3/

temporal.owl#>

SELECT ?patient ?time ?timeTask ?date WHERE {
?getup task:executedOn ?patient.
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?getup task:executedDuring ?period.
?period temporal:hasFinishTime ?timeTask.
?sensorBoard profile:associatedWith ?patient.
?observation wsna:isObservationOf ?sensorBoard.
?observation temporal:hasValidTime ?validTime.
?validTime temporal:hasTime ?time.
FILTER (?time >= AVGSLEEP ())}

To better involve the patient in the process, the care receiver is asked if help is
necessary. The option to stay in bed is still possible. If help is required, the task
is updated, picked up by the HelpSelectionService and the most suitable person
is asked to help the care receiver out of bed.

– The TrendManagerService obtains all kinds of sensor data, enabling trend anal-
ysis. Compared to the filter in Listing 3, the TrendManagerService registers a
filter describing the interest in all types of sensor data, as shown in Listing 6.

Listing 6: Example filter rule for retrieving all sensor data.

SensorFilter ≡ Event and (hasContext some
(isObservationOf some (hasSensorPart some Sensor)))

The Service stores all sensor data in an external triplestore9. This allows the
analysis of the activity of the care receiver. The Service allows to request a
summary of the activity of one or more sensors. The caregivers can interpret
the summary to determine how active the patient has been in a given time
interval.

– The MedicationManagerService will not receive any data, but will inform care
receivers when they should take their medication and the specific amount. This
information is retrieved from Vitalink10, which is an online government plat-
form, containing a complete patient information dossier. The Service will analyze
the dossier and determine which medications should be taken at what intervals.
It will send reminders what medication to take at given time intervals to stim-
ulate the patients to take their medication.

– The NotificationService captures knowledge from the SCB that is ready to be
shared with the outside world. Other services can indicate that their knowledge
can be sent to the caregivers by making it an instance of the Notification ontology
concept. It will analyze the arriving event and make sure the information is sent
to the correct device. The NotificationService will register to all Notifications on
the SCB, as depicted in Listing 7.

Listing 7: Example filter rule for retrieving all Notifications.

NotificationFilter ≡ Event and (hasContext some Notification)

Additional services can be added to the platform, providing the caregivers and
care receivers with supplementary information.

4.1.5 Results

To evaluate the performance of the platform in the described use case, the time
necessary to complete one scenario is presented. According to Alshareef et al. [5],
an eHealth help system should be able to respond within 5 seconds. The scenario

9 http://stardog.com/
10 http://www.vitalink.be/
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Table 3: An overview off all average processing times for each component in each system call.
The averages (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) are both given in milliseconds.

Pressure Sensor Help Needed Task Accepted
µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms)

Gateway <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1
MatchingService 0.62 0.49 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.50
ObservationAdapter 5.77 1.22 - - - -
TaskAdapter - - 3.15 0.82 3.31 0.87
SCB-0 0.62 0.49 0.46 0.50 0.62 0.49
SCB-1 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.50
SCB-2 0.54 0.50 - - - -
HelpSelectionService 55.50 14.18 75.96 14.23 57.54 11.24
PressureMonitoringService 230.50 23.17 - - - -
TaskManagerService 32.65 15.96 31.50 13.25 31.62 8.96
NotificationService 19.38 2.76 22.81 12.99 19.62 1.62

consists of an automatic trigger from a pressure sensor, informing the system that
the patient is still in bed. The system will notice that the patient is longer in bed
than usual and will automatically send a notification to the patient. The patient
can inform the system if help is needed. This way, the patient is involved in the
automated decision process. If the patient decides that help is required, the system
will search for the most suited caregivers to aid the patient. They automatically
receive a message with the question if they could go and help the patient out
of bed. Note that the message automatically disappears if one of the caregivers
accepts the task.

The scenario was evaluated 35 times. The first three and the last two results
were dropped to eliminate the influence of the warm-up and cooling down period.
The averages are calculated over the remaining 30 iterations. The evaluation was
done on a Ubuntu 14.04 server with an Intel Xeon CPU E5520 (16 cores) @
2.27GHz with 12 GB of memory.

As presented in Table 3, it is clear that the platform overhead (Gateway,
Adapters, SCB) has limited influence. The table shows multiple SCB entries, this is
because the Services need to exchange their inferred knowledge and thus messages
pass the SCB multiple times for each call.

Figure 10 visualizes the time spent in the Services, grouped for each call. The
time spent in the various Services differs, this is due to the fact that each Ser-

vice performs a different reasoning task. The PressureMonitoringService performs
the most complex task in this scenario, as it needs to decide if help should be
requested to aid the patient. The HelpSelectionService takes longest in the second
call, where the system needs to select the best suited caregivers to aid the patient
in the current situation.

Figure 11 visualizes the performances of the Cached SCB as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.6.3, compared to the normal SCB. The graph shows the time needed for
both buses to execute 15 successive calls. Thus, the x-axis can be seen as a timeline.
Note that the warm-up period was not omitted to investigate the performance of
the cache over time. At first, the cached SCB is less efficient, because additional
reasoning needs to be performed to select the dominant parts of data that should
be cached. After a few misses in the cache, only hits occur and the needed time
declines to less than 1 millisecond. The normal SCB also starts performing better
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Fig. 11: Evaluation of the Cached SCB compared to the normal SCB. After a few cache misses,
only hits occur and the time spent in the Cache SCB gets down to less than one millisecond.

after a few calls, this is due to the performed optimizations inside the reasoner.
Eventually the time spent in the Cached SCB gets down to less than one millisec-
ond.

4.2 Media

The following sections describe the realization of the media use case and give a
general overview, a description of the used ontology, an overview of the created
Services and Adapters and finally an evaluation of the created system.
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Fig. 12: A visual overview of the designed Adapters and Services for the R.A.M.P. use case.
Multiple sensors characterize the environment, enabling context-awareness in the studio. These
sensors transmit their observation through an IoT sensor gateway to the MASSIF platform.

4.2.1 General Overview

The general idea behind the media use case is elaborated below, or more specifically
the Real-time Automation of Media Production (R.A.M.P.) project. Both a visual
radio and conference use case have been designed, however only the radio case will
be elaborated upon. The idea behind both cases is equal: the studio or conference
room has been equipped with multiple ubiquitous devices, producing contextual
data continuously. Combining these with background knowledge allows to infer
high-level knowledge to control various cameras and video overlays. A mapping of
the created system to the MASSIF platform is depicted in Figure 12.

4.2.2 Radio

The radio scenario aims at providing visual radio with interactive content, based
on the subject of the radio show or the played song in an automated manner,
with minimal input from the DJ. The MASSIF platform is the brain of the de-
signed system. It captures and integrates all available data regarding the show
and the events inside the studio. The different triggers contain the activity of each
microphone, the status of the played songs and commercials, information about
certain detected keywords and the configuration of the studio and the cameras.
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Fig. 13: Import schema of the used ontology. The external imported ontologies are depicted in
grey.

These triggers result in the selection of the best suited camera or the activation
of certain visual overlays.

4.2.3 The Ontology

The created radio ontology makes use of existing ontologies, as shown in Figure 13.
The used ontologies are:

– The Music Ontology11 describes music related concepts.
– Friend of a Friend12 (FoaF) defines people-related terms.
– Sioc Core Ontology13 is an ontology for describing the information in online

communities.
– The vCard Ontology14 describes electronic business cards. They contain names,

addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, etc.
– The Time ontology15 describes the temporal content.

Table 4 summarizes the metrics of the proposed ontology.

Table 4: Ontology metrics for the used ontology in the media use case.

#Axioms 4989
#Logical Axioms 1582
#Individuals 109
#Classes 247
#Object Properties 384
#Data Properties 203
DL Expressivity SHOIQ(D)

11 http://musicontology.com/
12 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec
13 rdfs.org/sioc/ns
14 http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns-2006.html
15 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time
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4.2.4 Designed Adapters

To allow extracting useful information from the data originating from multiple
sources, the data is first semantically annotated in one of the various created
Context Adapters.

– The CommercialAdapter receives data describing the start and the stop of a
commercial and enriches it to the semantic model.

– The TrackAdapter annotates data regarding the start and stop of a music track.
– The MicrophoneStatusAdapter receives data describing the microphone activity

of one of the speakers. This alternates between active and inactive.
– The KeywordAdapter receives the detected keywords during the show and en-

riches the data. The keywords are detected through the use of speech recognition.
The detector listens for a list of keywords that have been extracted from the DJ
preparation. The DJ prepares a document a few minutes before the start of the
show, containing a summary of the various topics handled during the show.

– The ManualDirectorAdapter is used for the semantic annotation of the data re-
sulting from the overruling mechanism allowing to show a specific person. This
is further explained in Section 4.2.6.

4.2.5 Specific R.A.M.P. Services

The various Services react on the received data and decide to manipulate the
cameras or visualize additional data if necessary. Each Service reasons on the
integrated data and generates a Sequence of shots that could be shown in the
video stream. The creation is based on some precondition, e.g., when the DJ’s
microphone is active. Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)-rules [28] are used
to create these Sequences. Listing 8 shows this first type of rules in (1). The use of
rules allows easy adaptation of the automated process. The rule creates a Sequence

when the microphone of the DJ is active.

Listing 8: SWRL-rule examples

(1) Microphone (?m),capability (?m,DJ),unitState (?m, On)
-> Sequence(Sequence_dj)

(2) Track(?t),capability (?g,MainGuest)
-> member(Sequence_dj ,Shot1),show(Shot1 ,?g)

A second type of rule in (2) generates Shots to be shown in the Sequence. It
shows how the Shot is added to the created Sequence. The Shot can show the main
guest and can only be added if there is such a guest. The separation of the two
types of rules allows multiple combinations in each Service, where multiple rules of
each type can be active. When an event arrives at one of the Services, the reasoner
retrieves all instances of the type Sequence and Shot and their attributes, leaving
the creation of the Sequences and Shots up to the reasoner.

The created Services are elaborated below:

– The Select Speaker Service gathers all information regarding the microphone ac-
tivity, the configuration of the room and the information of who is sitting on
which seat. Combining the low-level microphone activity with the room con-
figuration allows to determine which exact person is speaking. Note that only
the microphone activity arrives as an event at run time, the room configuration
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Fig. 14: User interface for the adaptation of the rules by non-technical users.

and the profile information is loaded into the ontology at startup. Based on
the defined rules, the outcome of the reasoning task determines who should be
selected to show.

– The Decide Camera Service captures the possible shots, e.g., from the Select

Speaker Service and determines what the best suited cameras and camera posi-
tions are to show a given person. The service loads the camera configuration at
startup, stating the possible presets for each camera. The presets define which
seats can be shown with a given certainty and quality. The Decide Camera Ser-

vice will use reasoning to determine the best camera preset for a specific shot
in a selected sequence. The sequence gets selected based on its priority. When
a sequence of shots arrives with a higher priority, the current sequence will
be interrupted and the new sequence will be shown. To provide fluent camera
switching towards the viewer, the service will make sure that the same camera
with a different preset is never selected sequentially. If this would be the case,
the viewer would witness the repositioning of the camera. Therefore, after the
selection of a new camera shot, the service will wait until the repositioning has
finished before switching shots. Reasoning is performed to enable the camera
selection which facilitates fluent camera positioning.

– The Decide Overlay Service captures the various activities in the studio and
selects the correct overlay based on those activities. For example, different over-
lays are shown based on the fact that someone is speaking, a keyword has been
detected or a song is playing.

– The Commercial Service contains all the information regarding the played com-
mercials. It provides rules that can specify how to react on the starting or
stopping of a commercial. These rules define who should be shown in case of
the described event.

– The Song Service captures the information about the played songs. The rules
can define how to react when a song is started or stopped.

– The Keyword Service is a bit different since it does not allow any manipulation
through the use of rules. It receives a spoken keyword as input and will determine
which overlay should be shown upon detecting the keyword. This means that
the outcome cannot be adapted.

4.2.6 Reasoning Manipulation

To allow control over the automated video composition, a visual Rule Adapter is
provided which allows end users to adapt the reasoning decisions in the Services.

The rules in each Service can be adapted to manipulate the automated process.
The manipulation of the rules has been abstracted, eliminating the need for the
end user to have specific knowledge regarding rules or the ontology. Each Service

provides high-level generic rules, which can be made more specific. The provided
rules are based on the possible events, during the show or conference. As shown in
Figure 14, a possible rule might be the fact that a track starts playing and multiple
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predefined actions can be chosen for that fact. Listing 9 shows an example of a
high-level rule with the possible event as the antecedent in (2) and the predefined
actions as consequences in (5) and (7).

Listing 9: High-level rule example

(1) {"description": "A track starts playing",
(2) "antecedent": {
(3) "rule": ["Track(?t), q:isActive (?t,true) -> Sequence(Sequence_Song)"

]},
(4) "consequences": [
(5) {"subRule":"Track (?t), capability (?guest , MainGuest)

-> member(Sequence_Song , Shot1), show(Shot1 , ?guest)",
(6) "description":"Show the main guest"},
(7) {"subRule":"Track (?t), capability (?dj , DJ)

-> member(Sequence_Song , Shot2), show(Shot2 , ?dj)",
(8) "description":"Show the DJ"}]}

The descriptions in (1), (6) and (8) show how the rules are mapped to readable
sentences, alleviating the non-technical user from the technical details.

The antecedent and the consequences contain a (sub)rule, which is a valid
SWRL-rule. When the end user selects one (or more) of the predefined conse-
quences, the antecedent rule (3) and the selected subrules (5) or (7) are added to
the ontology, allowing the reasoner to incorporate the users preferences.

To provide the viewer a more natural experience, additional properties can be
set.

– Priorities: Since multiple rules can be activated at the same time, the video
composition can be fine-tuned by specifying which rules have a higher priority
than others. For example, the fact that the DJ is speaking might be more
important than the fact that a track starts playing.

– Randomness: As depicted in Figure 14, multiple actions (subrules) can be
selected for one antecedent. The order in which these actions occur can be
specified. However, one can add a randomness factor to mix up the order and
provide a more natural flow.

– Timing: The time period each camera shot is selected, can be specified. For
example, one could opt to capture the DJ longer than his guests.

The Decide Camera Service takes all these options into account when deciding what
to show and when to show it. When a high-priority Sequence arrives, the current
camera shot should be interrupted, even when the specified timing has not been
passed.

4.2.7 Reasoning Overruling

A Manual Director tool was designed to explicitly overrule the automatic camera
selection. This provides the end users control over the automated process. Through
the use of the Manual Director tool, one can manually select the seat that should
be captured on camera. This overrules the selection made by the automated rea-
soning process. A special Context Adapter can enrich this data and directly create
a shot sequence of one shot with the highest possible priority. This shot sequence
will be captured by the Decide Camera Service. This Service will show the desired
seat directly since this sequence has the highest possible priority. In the manual
director, it is possible to define how many seconds the manual director should
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Fig. 15: Evaluation results of the designed Services for the R.A.M.P. use case. The scenario
consist of seven calls, which are explained in the beginning of this Section.

overrule the system, which corresponds to the time period a shot should be shown
in a shot sequence. After the defined period of time, the automatic selection of
shots continues.

4.2.8 Results

To evaluate the performance of the platform in the described use case, the time
the system needs to coordinate a typical radio show was evaluated. Since this
coordination should be visually appealing, the system should react within 100
milliseconds. According to Card et al. [14], a delay of 100 milliseconds is not
troublesome for the human perception. The show consists of the following events:

1. The DJ turns on his microphone and talks for 5 seconds.
2. A special keyword is detected.
3. The DJ turns off his microphone.
4. A new track starts playing
5. The track stops playing.
6. A commercial starts playing.
7. The commercial stops.

The scenario was evaluated 35 times. The first three and last two results were
dropped to eliminate the influence of the warm-up and cooling down period. The
averages are calculated over the remaining 30 iterations. The evaluation was done
on a Ubuntu 14.04 server with an Intel Xeon CPU E5520 (16 cores) @ 2.27GHz
with 12 GB of memory.

Table 5 presents the overall average times for all components in each call. It is
clear that the Services have the greatest impact on the system, since these com-
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Table 5: An overview off all average processing times for each component in each system call.
The averages (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) are both given in milliseconds.

Mic Keyword Mic Track
On Detected Off Start

µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms)
Gateway <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 . . .
MatchingService 0.31 0.46 0.38 1.00 0.23 0.42 0.38 0.49 . . .
MicrophoneAdapter 1.85 0.82 - - 1.81 0.83 - - . . .
KeywordAdapter - - 1.58 0.57 - - - - . . .
TrackAdapter - - - - - - 1.50 0.57 . . .
CommercialAdapter - - - - - - - - . . .
SCB-0 0.46 0.50 0.42 0.49 0.42 0.49 0.50 0.50 . . .
SCB-1 0.58 0.49 - - 0.54 0.50 0.69 0.46 . . .
SelectSpeakerService 13.92 7.52 - - 11.27 2.30 - - . . .
SongService - - - - - - 13.81 2.67 . . .
CommercialService - - - - - - - - . . .
KeywordService - - 1.23 0.50 - - - - . . .
DecideCameraService 18.27 3.61 - - 2.46 0.63 20.92 8.13 . . .
DecideOverlayService 1.00 <1 1.02 <1 1.08 0.47 1.46 0.50 . . .

Track Commercial Commercial
Stop Start Stop

µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms) µ(ms) σ(ms)
. . . <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1
. . . 0.31 0.46 0.19 0.39 0.23 0.42
. . . - - - - - -
. . . - - - - - -
. . . 1.65 1.00 - - - -
. . . - - 1.50 0.57 1.88 0.97
. . . 0.69 0.72 0.42 0.49 0.42 0.57
. . . - - 0.81 0.39 - -
. . . - - - - - -
. . . 12.23 2.55 - - - -
. . . - - 13.31 3.11 9.92 1.47
. . . - - - - - -
. . . 1.12 0.51 20.62 5.37 - -
. . . 1.19 0.62 - - - -

ponents perform reasoning.

Figure 15 visualizes the average time spent in each Service in each step of the
scenario. The other components have negligible impact and have thus been omit-
ted. It shows that the Decide Camera Service needs about 20 milliseconds when the
microphone gets turned on, a track starts or when a commercial starts. However,
when the microphone is turned off, only a small fraction of time is spent in the De-

cide Camera Service. This is due to the fact that the system is configured (through
the use of the rules) to show an overview camera shot when nobody is speaking.
The overview shots do not change and are cached for performance measures. In
the other scenario steps (Keyword detected, Track stops and Commercial stops),
there is no camera activity, because these Services have been configured not to
manipulate the cameras as a results of its incoming triggers. Note that this can be
easily changed by updating the rules. It is notable that the Decide Overlay Service

is quite efficient. This is due to the fact that most of the overlay extraction has
been done as a preprocessing step. During the show this is only a simple look-up.
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Furthermore, it is clear that the system is efficient and causes a maximum
delay of less than 35 milliseconds. This is more than acceptable, since a delay of
less than 100 milliseconds is not troublesome for the human perception [14]. It
is important for visual radio that delays are minimized as much as possible to
provide a fluent flow to the end user. The high performance results in a scalable
platform that enables the possibility for multiple concurrent scenarios.

5 Discussion

We have presented the MASSIF platform, a platform that can successfully enable
dynamic and high-level coordination between IoT services. Through two use cases,
we have shown that the platform can efficiently handle generated IoT data and also
allows to perform complex reasoning. However, there are some known limitations
that will be addressed in our future work.

MASSIF is an event-based system, in the sense that it can perform advanced
reasoning on event data. Processing of continuous flows of streaming data is cur-
rently not the focus of MASSIF. Examples of such streaming data are Face-
book and Twitter streams or current measurements of streaming sensors. Each
of these streams would be annotated by its own Context Adapter. Currently a
single adapter can annotate more than 100 messages per second, as presented in
Table 3 and 5. However, more than 500 messages per second would flood the Con-
text Adapter. Since each component can run on a separate node of a processing
cluster, the rest of the system might not suffer from this congestion. Once the data
is annotated, the Services need to process the data, these can again congest if the
arrival rate is higher than the processing rate. Similarly, if the MASSIF platform
is deployed in a distributed fashion, the rest of the platform will not be hindered
when one service congests, at least if they are not dependent on the outcome of
the congested service. One way to mediate this congestion is to subscribe the filter
rules, which indicate the data the services will consume, more intelligently. One
could opt to filter most of the data in the SCB, limiting the data arrival rate in
the services. The uptake of stream reasoning is a high priority in our future work.
However, current stream reasoning systems do not support complex reasoning.

A second limitation is the use of the tag in the low-level sensor data. In the pre-
sented use cases, the sensor integration is supported by the DYAMAND platform
[39], which was developed at the IBCN16 research group. The DYAMAND plat-
form allows the detection and integration of sensors and devices. It utilizes a model
to make a distinction between sensors. The tag is a result of this model. Similar
functionality could be offered by mapping the internal model used by other sensor
gateways on the tags. In the future, we wish to offer an API to sensor (gateway)
developers that allows them to request the available tags in the system. These tags
would be accompanied by a human-readable description. This would allow these
developers to choose the appropriate tags for the data they send to the platform.
Offering such an API enables the integration of data into the platform that has
not been semantically annotated in an easy and straightforward way. When the
data does not have a tag, it is filtered by the gateway and thus not processed by
the MASSIF Platform. In the future, we wish to make the Matching Service more

16 https://www.ibcn.intec.ugent.be/
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intelligent by incorporating machine learning and text analysis algorithms that al-
low to automatically process the incoming data and choose the most appropriate
Context Adapter. As such, the platform would be able to handle data that is not
tagged.

6 Conclusions & Future Work

The number of connected devices will know a rapid increase due to the rising
popularity of the IoT. The need to capture, transform and process the produced
data by these devices grows. Moreover, the number of services processing the
produced data will also increase.

In this paper, the MASSIF platform is presented. It allows semantic annota-
tion of IoT data and the high-level coordination between semantic IoT-services.
The platform is fully data-driven and by representing the data semantically, Ser-

vices can indicate their input data on an abstract level. Each Service can process
the received data and share its gained knowledge with other Services through the
use of the Semantic Communication Bus. This allows the creation of data-driven
workflows that can fulfill complex reasoning chains. By defining their input data,
Services operate on a subset of the available data, achieving more efficient reason-
ing. The applicability of the platform has been shown by presenting two concrete
use cases: an eHomeCare case and a media case. The platform has also been thor-
oughly evaluated by means of the same two use cases. These use cases demonstrate
the performance of the platform. Furthermore, they indicate that the platform can
be extended to cope with additional data producers and new Services to provide
extra processing capabilities.

In our future work, stream reasoning techniques will be incorporated for the
efficient processing of data streams for less complex reasoning scenarios. To be able
to annotate unknown sensor data, machine learning techniques will be investigated
enabling the platform to learn how to annotate unknown data. Furthermore, load
balancing techniques and automated duplication of the Services will be investigated
to provide a truly scalable system.
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